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Meredith Warman:  CU Anschutz Dept Fam Medicine-- professional research assistant 

Marissa Burgermaster:  Hi all! I’m Marissa. I’m on faculty at UT Austin and working with a federally 
qualified health center network here in central Texas to implement my research on data and technology 
to personalize dietary management of chronic disease 

Ross Brownson:  Group, pls raise any issues you'd like to discuss. 

Marissa Burgermaster:  The origin story of “implementation labs” resonates!! 

Rebecca Guerin:  Hi everyone, I'm a behavioral scientist with the CDC (NIOSH). As Kate said, I'm a public 
health person so "labs" aren't a thing for us (well they are, but mean something very different)! We have 
a lot partnerships, centers, etc. My research specifically is in schools, and I used to work for the Federal 
Reserve...so very interested to hear about Ross's partnership there! 

LFLEISHE:  Hi - I am a public health scientist focused on cancer control both in clinical & community 
settings.   I am at a comprehensive cancer center and "labs" are the internal language - but agree not 
with our partners.  How about collaboratories?    I am really interested in building capacity in these 
other organizations to do "best practice" implementation - more applying the science in practice.   

kate guastaferro:  Related to sustainment, I recommend giving a community partner the tools to 
measure the intervention/program in an appropriate way after the research ends so that it helps them 
get future funding.  

Danielle Ostendorf:  Love the table tents idea! 

russglasgow:  Point Kate is making about ongoing member of research teams… there is a great literature 
on ‘team science’…working in transdisciplinary teams…and including virtual teams 

russglasgow:  And also to hear from ALL ofYOU re: COVID … do not mean to pretend 3 of us have all the 
answers :-) 

kate guastaferro:  Yes! Chime in! 

LFLEISHE:  I really appreciate the comments about what can we give and support to our partners now 
especially during COVID.   I am curious what technologies are people using to keep in touch with 
partners beyond ZOOM? Especially the community and those with limited access or comfort to 
technology. 

kate guastaferro:  Linda I just did a survey of providers about modalities -- definitely beyond zoom! 
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Preeti Zanwar:  WhatsApp? 

LFLEISHE:  That's great - have you published them yet?    

kate guastaferro:  writing it up between sessions! :)  

Danielle Ostendorf:  For our behavioral weight loss intervention, we have had to transition everything to 
zoom-based group classes and we've actually found increased attendance with no significant differences 
in weight loss compared to our in-person cohorts. This gets me excited about the idea of building a 
virtual program for dissemination. 

Marissa Burgermaster:  Thanks very much for all your insight! 

D'Amours Guylaine:  Thank you! 

LFLEISHE:  Thanks everyone! 

Danielle Ostendorf:  Thank you everyone for this great conversation! 

Preeti Zanwar:  Thank you! 


